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Putin promises to lose
weight, ride a tandem bicycle
with Medvedev

Russian Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin told young
people at the Seliger-2011
forum that he would try riding a
tandem bicycle together with
President Dmitry Medvedev.

Seliger youth forum opens in
Russia’s West

The Seliger youth forum has
kicked off in western Russia as
the next generation of the
country's 'movers and shakers'
come together to exchange
ideas and present their vision of
the future.

Medvedev examines
innovative projects at youth
education forum

President Dmitry Medvedev
has familiarized himself with
youth innovative projects during
his visit to the Seliger 2010
National Youth Education
Forum on July 8.

Russia can learn from
America – Medvedev

Russia can learn from
Americans how to tackle
corruption and turn new
products into money, President
Medvedev has said at a
meeting with the US
businessmen delegation led by
Californian governor
Schwarzenegger.
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9/11 inside job “impossible to conceal,” says
Vladimir Putin
Published: 02 August, 2011, 13:46
Edited: 09 September, 2011, 11:35

This file photo taken on September 11, 2001 shows a man
standing in the rubble, and calling out asking if anyone
needs help, after the collapse of the first World Trade
Center Tower in New York City (AFP Photo / Getty Images)

Claims that the terror attacks of September 11, 2001 were orchestrated by US intelligence agencies are "complete
nonsense," Prime Minister Vladimir Putin told attendees of a youth forum.

"This is complete nonsense, it is impossible," Putin said on Monday, responding to a question posed by an attendee of
the Seliger 2011 youth forum.

"To imagine that US intelligence services did it deliberately, with their own hands, is complete nonsense," the prime
minister said. “Only people who do not understand the workings of security agencies can say that. It would be
impossible to conceal it.”

Putin added that he could not imagine how "any of the current or former US leaders could have such an idea."

As the 10th anniversary of 9/11 approaches, skepticism over the official explanation of the 9/11 attacks appears to be on
the rise. 9/11 “truth movements,” made up of diverse individuals from around the world, are demanding an independent
investigation into those horrific events that changed the course of history. 

The International Center for 9/11 Studies, for example, is sponsoring four days of Citizen Hearings in the city of Toronto,
Canada with the goal of examining “the best evidence that has been discovered in the ten years since the 9/11 events
occurred.”
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A group of academics – including Niels Harritt, Associate Professor at the University of Copenhagen; Steven Jones,
Professor Emeritus from Brigham Young University and Kevin Ryan, former Underwriters Laboratories manager – will be
among the participants who hope to persuade the public of the need for another 9/11 investigation.

There will certainly be no shortage of protesters on hand as well to condemn the “conspiracy theorists.” 

The events of 9/11 were not only the worst foreign attacks ever to happen on American soil. They also triggered a global
“War on Terror,” which led to two full-scale wars among other less clearly defined military operations, and provided the
impetus for a robust increase in US military spending (which has leveled off at just below $1 trillion per year). 

According to the official version of events, the attacks of 9/11, organized by the now-deceased Al-Qaeda terror master,
Osama bin Laden, left almost 3,000 people dead after a group of 19 terrorists hijacked four commercial jets. 

The four pirated aircraft crashed into the North and South Towers of the World Trade Center complex in Manhattan, New
York, the Pentagon building in Washington, and an open field just outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Robert Bridge, RT
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Russian police wants to
know what young people
read and listen to

Interior Minister Rashid
Nurgaliev has said that the
activity of some internet
resources should be restricted
to prevent extremism among
the youth.

South Ossetia may join
Russia-Belarus union state

South Ossetian President
Eduard Kokoity has said that
the republic may join the Union
State of Russia and Belarus if
Mink recognizes the
independence of South
Ossetia.

joe (unregistered) September 10, 2011, 00:26

Putin can't be serious. He's wrong of course but I wonder what his line of thinking is for saying
something like this.

911 was an inside job. That is beyond doubt. The evidence is overwhelming and inescapable. The laws
of physics alone prove it and there are mountains of evidence of all kinds. You would have to be a total
fool to examine the evidence closely, and not see the obvious.

 

vanor210 August 15, 2011, 15:31

How does a passport manage to ecaspe damage from a plane crash, and a jet fueled fireball explosion
and a fall, and be found on the ground not even slightly burnt, and used as evidence to justify a illegal
war. ?

Don August 11, 2011, 07:52

I was trained, in the Military, for Trinitrotoluene (TNT) and C4. There is no way that a Steel or for that
matter - even Iron frame, would so perfectly collapse into its own foot print, unless, of course, if they
had wireless detonations along with "shape charges". People lied as people died. 
Depressions are caused by corporate debt, and not by natural need. This second "attack" by our non-
elected cabal on Wall St., is shear treason and a act of War! This is becoming obvious to a growing
angry people who did nothing wrong and know who are those who are responsible for these un-natural
events. 
They will lie about anything. A major awakening is due, one way or another. 
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